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.Political couple discusses.opposing views
Oltria Medovlda
Staff writer
Power couple James Carville and Mary
Matalin shared their never-ending opposing
political views on the stase in Lovett Auditorium Monday night.
Carville and Matalio were this year's featured
speakers at the annual Presidential Lecture.
Carville and Matalin married in 1993 and
make no secret of their political rivalry.
Matalin is a well-known political strategist
for the Republican Party, while Carville is a
Democrat strategist. Both serve as political
commentators for CNN.
Lecture attendees were given a substantive
· point and counter-point that were delivered in
a unique way.
The house was packed with approximately
2,000 spectators to watch Carville and Matalin
offer their opinions regarding the upcoming
general election and current policies.
llue to form, the two argued over who would
sit in what chair once they got on stage.
Matalin said over the last 20 years the couple
bas been asked many times bow they manage to
stay married.
· "We do it in a way that all successful marriages do." she said laughing. "We ignore each
other."
Matalin said the Republican Party faces sev·
· eral challenges by having to take on an incumbent p resident in the 2012 election.
. "We can understand the dynamic hasn't really changed," she said. "The dynamic for the
president is still a SO·SO race and Republicans
are taking on more negative numbers at the
moment."
Matalin said they were both inspired by the
Nate Brel~tord!The New~
leadership demonstrated by students at the
Democrat James carville lauohsdurtno the Presidential Lecture at Lovett Audltorlum Monday nloht while his wife. Republican May Matalln looks on. The couple talked about
University.
their differing political views in their presentation of 'All's Fair In love,
and Politics.'
"You have been spectacular," she said to the
policy to Bill Clinton. It was good for students
former President Bill Clinton's campaign, while
collection of students, faculty, staff and mem·
informative regarding the 2012 Presidential
to see it first hand."
Matalin was named director of former Presihers of the community. "You are concerned
Election and delivered in an entertaining way.
He said introducing the politi aJ-duo waS ~ dent Georg~ H.Vl Bush's r~lection campaign; ~~~~
about your rutUYe. aDd ob secu
ana'"'lc.-.e~........... "lt'was a fantastic event-and certainly carried
nerve-racking, but a positive experience.
In 1993, the American Association of Political
on the string of successes we can be proud of
' economy. You are different. Your ultimate reacConsultants honored Carville for his role in
"At first, l was terrified," Johnson said. ''Just
tion is not fear, but is action. You're a generation
with the Presidential Lecture." Dunn said. "I
talking to them back stage they kind of argue
leading Clinton to the presidency by naming
.. of opponunity. Create your own reality and
think the change 1 made a number of years ago
like a cat and mouse, but at the same time
him Campaigq Manager of the Year.
destiny. We need you."
to have a little more variety in the speaker, or in
they're in love. One of them S.'lid we need to get
After the campaign the pair wrote a book
Carville said the younger generation reafthis case speakers, depending upon national
people back into politics and I agree with that."
about politics llild their relationship titled, ''All's
fmns his faith in the future of the u.s. because
and world events was reinforced with the curEarlier in the day Carville met with a few stuFair: Love, W;u' and Running for President,"
it is engaged and educated in what is going on
rency of the topics both James and Mary talked
dents in the Curris Center Ball Room and
published in 1994.
in the world.
about."
opened the floor for them to discuss his politiMatalin's cafeer also includes serving as an
"I often tell people our younger generation is
He said after the lecture there was a small
cal career, marriage and predictions for the
assistant to former President George W. Bush
, so much better than what we deserve," he said.
reception held for a number of people who
future of politics. No questions were ofT limits.
and counselor to Vice President Dick Cheney.
"You have an institution like this to give stuenjoyed the lecture.
Matalin and Carville were also present for a
Carville and Matalin ended the lecture by
dents an opportunity to stay close to home and
Jeremiah Johnson, president of the Student
press conference held in l'ogue Library to disinviting the Murray State community to a
Government Association, said the lecture series
where it's affordable and it's highly ranked. All
cuss their visit to the University.
brunch at their home in New Orleans for the
' of this right here, this community. it is terrific.
was an innovative way· to get students involved
The couple is perhaps be.st known for their
NCAA Men's Basketball Final Four.
in politics.
'It was a real honor to come here and spend time
extensive roles in the 1992 presidential election.
with you."
"I like that they shl)Wed both sides of the
Contact
Medovich
ac
omedovich@
Carville was chosen as a chief strategist for
murrayscate.edu.
President Randy Dunn said the lecture was
political spectrum," Johnson said. "From foreign

war
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1998 Hester CoUege Fire

Defense fights
to appeal
indictment
A.llldD •am-ey
News Editor
Gail Minger occupied a seat in the
far corner of the Calloway County
Circuit Courtroom Monday morning,
but her mind was elsewhere.
Minger's thoughts were with her
,.son, Michael, who died in Hester
'Residential College 13 years ago
when a fire was set outside his
fourth-floor dorm room, trapping
him inside.
·
Meanwhile, across the courtroom.
Jerry Walker, a Paducah, Ky., man
jndicted a second time in more than
a decade for starting the fire, sat
against a far wall, fidgeting and twiddling his thumbs - his thoughts, too,
·visibly distant.
In the middle of the courtroom,
between Walker and Minger, and
before Circuit Judge Dennis Foust,
stood Commonwealth Attorney
Mark Blankenship and Walker's
defense attorney Richard Null.
' Null used Monday's status hearing
to appeal Walker's re-indictment a
second time. He said the prosecution

WHAT'S

-I..INSIDE

Austin Ramsey/The News

Jerry Walker (left) and attorney Richard Null leave the courtroom~fter Monday's hearlnQ.
had violated Walker's rights to due
process of the Jaw in the more than
JO years that had passed since
charges were dropped against him at
the bands of a hung jury in 2001.
It wasn't the first time Null has
used that argument. In early December, at a similar status hearing, Null
petitioned the court by saying the
indictment was a violation of double
jeopardy laws and its location in Calloway was too close to the Murray
State's campus, prejudicing the
defense's efforts.
But with each new hearing, the
case continues on, incorporating
more public attention and filling
courtrooms in both Calloway and
Marshall counties.
"1 think the court should dismiss

this case and find it in violation of
due process," Null said.
He argued the commonwealth had
allowed the extended amount of lag
time in the mistrial and the re-indictmcnt to be used as a tactical advantage over any arguments the defense
may make.
Null said he had tried to acquire
several pieces of evidence from the
prosecution that were useful in the
last trial, that Blankenship says are
either lost or been disposed of.
"We're not responsible for holding
on to this evidence," he said. "The
court is not responsible for holding
on to this evidence. This is the commonwealth."
Null argued that a logbook intendcd to show the residents who went in

and out of Hester the night before
the early-morning fire had been lost
by the security guard responsible for
it. He said the logbook used to develop the prosecution's case 10 years
ago was not contemporaneously
made, but developed by memory two
ye~s after the fire had been set. That
evidence hurt Walker's position in
the first place, Null argued.
He said there was a recording by a
Murray donut shop owner from 13
years ago in which the owner tells a
state trooper that on the night of the
tire, three individuals covered in soot
walked into his shop and huddled in
a corner acting suspicious. The
owner said he could identify one of
·the individuals as a member of the
University rugby team.
Null said recent requests to hear
this recording have been put ofT by
the pros~cution, and Null said it was
exculpatory evidence - proof tending
to show innocence - in the case
against Walker.
"They can't find it," Null said,
throwing his hands in the air. "Either
before the first trial, or before the 10year delay, the interview, which is
probably the most important piece of
exculpatory evidence, has been lost,
and they should have it. That's a prejudice thl!t no courtroom and no testimony could ever cure,"
But the proscc\ttion, led ' by
Blankenship. said they too had not
seen the evidence, and were unsure
of its existence.
Hlankl'nship said the prosecution
was not using the delay as a way to

gain some tactical advantage; he simply wanted to bring justice to a cold
case that had plagued his predeces·
sor, attorney Mike Ward.
He said Null's argument was full of
factual fallac::ies.
Blankenship showed the court·
documented evidence that previous
prosecutor Jay Wethington had
instructed investigators with the
Kentucky State Police to continue
looking at the case in 200S, four years
after the mistrial.
,
Developing technology allowed
prosecutors to review existing evi·
dence in new ways, he said, and
determine the movement of the fire
based on levels of carbon monoxide
found in Michael Minger's body as
well as that in Michael Priddy another student who was severely
injured in the blaze.
For that reason, Blankenship con·
c1uded, the state did not wait to reindict Walker - rather, the evidence
necessary to re-indict had not been
developed until a decade after the
original trial.
"l would rather lose this case than
win it by cheating," he ...said. "The
argument here is that we could have
been going after Mr. Walker a long
time ago but we intentionally
delayed so that we would have an
advantage over him. That's repulsive
to me."
Foust has still not ruled on Null's
motions. A jury trial is set to start
July 6.
Contact Ramsey at aramsey5@
murraystate.edu.
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Governor announces
temporary ferry service, 6A

Girt Scout, alumna speaks out

Women's basketball team
recognizes two seniors, 18

'J. Edgar' portrays history
in solid manner, 7B

against coal mining, 4A
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: Peb.9
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l8S2 a.m. A ealler reported
theft ofa c:ell phone in Alexan-

der Hall. The Murray State Pollee were notified. AD oftlcer
took a ~ for theft by un-

lawful takmc - tban S500.
1:16p.a A caller reported UleP1Jy ·parked vehicles •t Colteae Courts. The Murray State
Police were nodfled.
9:16 p.m. Tbe Murray State Pollee npJrtecl a J*'tOitausins
I dlsturbmce. tbeCPSB CenW aad lli!relted J,lmel Gleam,

fretltm• ftom Mu.trJYt for~
ephoJ.~~

Feb.IO

-4o4l p.m. A c:aller reported an
acddeatal discharge of fire estlapitber ia the equine c:eldK
Central PlaJit and the Murray
State Police were aorifled.
dpa. The Murray State PoUc:e Issued a v~ wamlng for
failure to illumiaate bead·
lamps on N. llth Street.

Peb.ll
12=11 p.m. A caller reported a
atedlcal emagenc:y la the Carr
Health Building. The Murray
State Pollee aad ambulaace
HrVlc:e wae notified. AD otrac:er took an iaformatioD report.
1:06 p.m. A caller reported
atolea proJl'rtJ at Hltt College. 'lbe Murray State Pollee
were notified and took a sec:ood degree burglary report
~p.m. A fire al.atm was activated in Woods Hall The Mur-ray State
f\>lke.

Feb. IS

Peb.l3

4:29 a.m. A Ml.Jn:ay ~- Po-

A caller ~
theft of property at the.~
Safety BuUdla,. The ~

outdoor 1iPts Gil the north
and east aide oUiart Collqe
were not wqrklns. · CeatJal

lic:e offker rtp)rted all tbe

W4 pa.

PlaQt W1W DOIIf'.ed.
1:56 p . ~~er repoJ'te4 a
due• of fire in llart ~

State PoUce we~e aotitle4:_,
took a report lor theft by _.,
lawf'ul takiDa less thaa SSOO.
.U p.m.. A c:aUer report«l
tMft ol pmperty in the Public
Safety lfiaUding. The Mum~)'
Sqte Pollee were notified and
toOk a ~ for theft. lost,

IDillaid or clellvered by

ne ~ state Polic;t; ·ase

Murray Plre Departme~ ad
state fire marshal were DOdfled.
11:29 p.m. A c:aller reported a
suapic:lous penon at Waterfield U,.,. The Mum1y State
POlice were Mtified and took

mls-

an.~~

pariiiD&:M.•An oftlcer wu notified,
owner was notified
of the damage and an officer
reported everything was OK.
9-.D p.m. A caller reported a
theft from Franklin '-'UU'"&"·

~~-~

Racer escorts· 5
Arrests -1

CAN'T MAKE IT TO THE AMFt
COME SEE ALL MURRAY STATE
GAMES ON OUR TVS!

••••••••••••••••••

E MERGING ARnsT CHALLENOE HELD TuEsDAYS

from 9:30pm to 11:30pm Feb. 7-Apr.24
H APPY HOUR
· M ONDAY-FRIDAY 3-6 P.M.
S ATURDAY 11 A.M.-6 P.M.

Comer of lOth & Arcadia •

759-8866 • Bebiad Ched 'flleatres

WWW .BIGAPPLEMURRAY.COM
..JL. Love Big Apple? "Like Us" on Facebook.
L.J . Follow us on Facebook and TWitter.
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University celebrates ESL grads
Samantha Villanueva
Staff writer
Students from the Cath'olic University in
Daegu, South Korea, celebrated their graduation
from Murray State's English as a Second Language (ESL) program last week.
Thare were a total of 27 students who took
part i'n the U-week study abroad term at the
University. These students and their university
were part of a group of uniwrsities who are
choosing Murray State in helping their students
improve their English skills.
Luis Canales, director of the Institute for
International Studies. said the event was a great
opportunity for not only the students of Daegu
but for Murray State students as well.
""l11is is a great contribution the international
stuJcnts :1re giving to the University," he said.
"Thl'Y provide the rcgul<1r student who might
not ever have the chance to travel the world a
way to 'cheat' that, and this way they learn about
different cultures without having to leave. So
the benefits run on both sides."
Canales, who organizes the international
study program. said the universities taking part
in th~.: program range from all over Asia. Schools
in both South Korea and Japan have signed on
for this year, with the last gradual ion of students
from Toyoma University in Japan to take place
March 6.
There arc many social benefits to learning
English at an American university, Canaks said.
The students gain a global competence and
learn how to function around the world.
'lbrough this program, he said the students
Jearn how to be responsible citizens, not only in
their home countries. but worldwide as well.
Grace Kim, who is in her junior year at Daegu.
said she chose ro come to Murray State because

of the great opportunities the University advertised.
"I heard that it wao; a very good place for students to Jearn." Kim said. "I would definitely
like to come back and visit."
Grace Kim said this was her first real chance
to study English In the United States and she
was happy she took the chance.
''This was a wonderful experience for me and
it was all a Vl'ry good memory for nw," sht: said.
''From having a good roommate to enjoying and
experiencing all thc new f<mds - I enjoyed every
moment of it."
Canales said he was appreciative of the University administration's support and interest in
maintaining and preserving the imcrnational
program. Although the students gmduate from
the program during the beginning months of th1.•
spring scmt•:;ter, they have the option to gu back
to their home university or enter into regular
Murray State classes.
Seonyoung Kim, a student of Daegu University from Gyeng-Ju, South Korea, said th~.: e:<peri·
enced bettered her as a person.
''I am proud of myself for taking this chance,"
she said. "It was a once and only kind of experience in the world -one not many can have."
Seonyoung Kim, who i!; also in her junior
year, said there are many factors that made her
journey worth while. The common courtcsr of
teachers and students helped make her trip to
Murray State morl' rocmorahll~. She ~aid
althou(o{h she did not have the advanta~e of pick·
ing.this sch(lo), she docs not regret it.
Said St•onyoung Kim: "This was all a good
experience and I will deimitely go back to my
other school and tell my friends about the great
time I had at Murray State."
Contact
Villanueva
at
svillanueva@
murraystate.edu.

Nate Brelsford!The News

Don Robertson. vice president of Student Affairs, awards a South Korean ESL student with a graduate certificate.

Laboratory proves. beneficial Across campus
to students in food preparation

Education Commissioner visits Mmray

Olivia Medovich
Staff writer
l.;lst semester the newly renovated food laboratory that houses
two courses in the Oakley Applied Science Building was opened
•
for student use.
The courses offered in th~ food laboratory are Principles of
Food Science and Jlreparation and.Ex.perimeJJ.tal Foods . ~~--Kathryn Timmons, director of didactic program in dietetics
nutrition and senior lecturer along with James "Corky"
Bmughton, professor of h.e:~lth sciences and human services. ini·
tiated the renovations last spring
Tht• original laboratory was built in 1965 and had not been
upgraded since.
Susan Muller, dean of th~.: College of Health Sciences and
Human Services. said the renovation cost $135,000.
Wellness and therapeutic science faculty members collaborat·
ed with other universities about similar food laboratory r~.:con
structions to assist with the design format.
The new laboratory was reconstructed to maximize students'
ability to utilize the resources, equipment, supplies and teachers'
\.reg John~onJTIJ, N l'l\''
assistance.
'!'he renovation includes an updated appearance with new ceil·
Among food lab Improvements are upgraded preparation workstations.'
ings, floors, windows and eight workstations with modern counand we show them something that hasn't been changl•d :.inc~: 1965
tertops and sinks.
they're not as likely to want to come here," she said.
One workstation is universally accessible, complete with a
The upgraded laboratory is more efficient and easier fur stulower working area, sink and oven for easy access.
dents to work in, Timmlms said.
The facility also incluJes a commercial dishwasher and work"They no longer have to work in a 1965 outdated facility," she
station for the instructor to lecture and demonstrate food prepasaid. "Before it was very inefficient. There were a .lot of things
ration techniques.
that were tum up and rusty.''
At the time the renovations beg-an, Brougllton was the dean of
Timmons said upgrading any kind oflab ur facility is beneficial
the College of Health Sciences and Human Services and instru·
to the University because it improve::; students' educational cnvi·
mcntal in funding the project.
ronment.
The project, Broughton said, began with the students in mind.
"If students can learn ttnd feel more cumfortable'in:. spat·e then
''It needed to be upgraded and it was, for recruitment purposes
that benefits Murray State University," she said.
and fot the students that were here," Broughton said.
She said students were impr~.:ssed with the renovations and
Facilities such as these will aid in careers, Broughton said.
,
have given her positive fel•dback.
"We nt-ed to educate them with the newest facility possible.
"Some students who are older came back and looked in there
Students were being upgraded to equipment they would use in
and said. 'I "-ish J could take the class again so I could work in
their future profession;· she said.
there:~ Timmons said. "They really like it and think it's so much
Timmons said updating the food laboratory appeals to prospecbetter."
tive students looking to attend the University.
Contact Medovich at omedovich@murraystate.cdu.
"If we have students that come and \\'flllt to see our facilities

To-Go Line
Dine-in or carryout:
i!70-76i!-00i!i!

Kentucky's Education Comissioner, Terry Holliday, visited
:Murray's public schools last week to learn about the "Shakc$pc:trc in the Schools" program.
During his time 'in the schools, he was involved in :;evcra.l
nctivitics including ht.>lping with the transportation system$ at
the schools, servjng Junchcs and 'assisting in band pracricc :~t
Murray High School.
Even though Holliday participated in these acth·itics; his
visit's main goal was to sit in on different cl.1s rooms and learn
abQ.pt the pro$11UnS' that have been established in Murr.~y's
school $}'Stem.
"Shakespeare in the Schools" progmm. beaded b)1 Barbarn
Cobb. associate professor of F..nglish, has recently been incorporated in the school's curriculum.
In the program. third tbrouglf eighth grade students will hav~
a twQ-wcek Sh<~kcspe:m~· unit In their usual \'urriculum. each
grade focusing on a different p)py.
The program follows the Cm1unon Core State Stand;1rds anJ
Senate Billl that promotes coU,ge ,readiness.

.

FamUy Weekend Sliggestions accepted
Re'Nita Avery·Mcriwethcr. director of Student Sen·iccs. is
now accepting suggcstions·tor the 2012 Family Weekend.
If lndividunls or groups wish to incorporate events Utat
should appear on the calendar, they should ~(Intact AvcryMeriwcther at raver:ymeriwctber<e,)rnurraystate,cdu.

Wdson waives riBbt to hearing
Rick Lamkin, defense attorney for the Murray State studcn'
arrested two weeks llgo with charges related to the possession
of bomb-making materials, announced )''cstcrd:l}' his client
waived rights to a preliminary hearing in District COurt.
David Wilson. who is no longer a student. was arrested Jan.
3l, {or first-degree wanton endangerment after the materials
found during a warranted search of his room at Hester Coliege.
tamkin said Wilson waived bls right because there was ~uf·
ficie.nt evidence provJded by the prosecution.
A CaUoway County ,grand jury will convene Marc.h 15 to hear
evidence regarding the case.
Lamkin said they will request Wilson be allowed to speak to
the grand jury.
After the grand jury makes their decision Wilson may appear
before Circuit Court on March 26.
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NEEDS A BOSS

Mon-Wed
11 a.m.- Lat:e
Thu- !iat:
11 a.m.- Lat:e
Sunday
l\loon - g p.m.

:1 nd is :tcccptin~ <lpplic:ttions for Fditor-in -( ~ hief
for the 201 2 13 :tctdcnlic vc:tr.

,·\lllllic~lnts
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t-- '
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APPlications are available
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or in 111 Wilson Hall.
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Opinion Editor: John Walker
Phone: 809-5873
Twitter: MSUNewsOpinion

Our View

Sidewalks are a plus
The staff editorial is the majority
opinion of the editorial board of
T he Murray State News.
The city and University will
soon be the proud neighbors of
more sidewalks throughout the
· community. The proposed sidewalks stretching to Campus Core
and The Chase are a long time
coming. With 16th Street being
the most dangerous commuter
road for pedestrians in the entire
town, this can be seen as nothing
but an improvement.
The e xpansion of sidewalk
projects in Murray will provide
better security for those traveling on foot. This project that has
been discussed for several years
is finally coming to fruition. All
we can say is it's -about time.
Through grants and city funding
the project has been met with
applause from both the community and the University.
Peyton Mastera. projects
administrator for Murray, said
there was more than one reason
for the implementing of this plan.
"The overall goal of this grant
was not only to provide a suitable means of non-vehicular
transportation," Mastera said. "It
also was to enhance the environment by reducing harmful air
emissions."
All we can say is bravo. For a
small town like Murray to see
this not only as an opportunity
for those students trying to find
an alternate means to get to cam-

i -1- .

pus, but also for thinking of the
community at large and its strive
to be a cleaner and healthier
place to live. Murray has always
done its best to work with the
University for both the benefit of
students and citizens of the city.
Mark Welch, director of Community Relations, said funding
for the sidewalk has been a long
way coming, and now that it is
here it is more than welcome.
"We desperately need sidewalks to our off-campus student
housing." Welch said. "Construction is expensive and this new
funding is great news for the
campus and our community."
Ever since the large off-campus housing set up on 16th Street
students have been forced to
choose between driving or risk·
ing the dangerous trek on foot all
the way to campus. And with stu- ·
dent drivers using that road
more often than not the idea of
walking becomes even scarier.
Don Robertson, vice president
of Student Affairs, said the sidewalks are an important improvement for the community.
"These sidewalks are very
important to the University and
the community," Robertson said.
"They are very critical to student
safety as many of our students
walk these routes as well as for
use them for bike traffic."
If only we could get enthusiasm for bicycle lanes then students wouldn't be able to complain about parking anymore.
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Don't forget to v~s~t us at ·"·
thenews.org ·
and follow us
on Twitter
@MSUNewsOpinion
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Thursday, Feb. 9, 2012, the
Owensboro Metropolitan Planning Commission met to vote on a
proposal from Western Kentucky
Minerals, a local coal company, to
rezone the land near the Girl
Scout Camp Pennyroyal, in
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - . Daviess County. Girl Scouts from
Louisville, Owensboro and other
areas of Kentucky, as well as concerned community members,
attended this meeting to give a
resounding "NO" to the strip mine
proposal.
Despite having denied rezoning
applications for the same area on
two former occasions, the commission tied in a 5-5 vote on
"I like the snow because I used to live in the
Thursday. Commissioners will
Northwest and snowboard. I wish there was
either revote on March 8 or
motion to send the application
more snow so school was canceled though.''
directly to the Daviess County
A!e~. Klurl· Mombasa. !\tnyd
Fiscal Court for a vote.
senior
If approved, this will allow the
construction of a surface mine
less than half a mile from Girl
Scout Camp Pennyroyal. Many
are concerned that this would
cause noise pollution, reduce the
"What snow?"
quality of the air and water and
Amy Bucnweitz· Cadiz. Ky.
destroy miles of wildlife habitat,
senior
all of which would negatively
impact the health and pristine
experience of the hundreds of Girl .
Scouts and school children who
utilize Camp Pennyroyal's facilities each year, and the overall
''We haven't really had any snow to get too
quality of life of homeowners in
the area.
excited about."
Phase l of the operation would
Hannah O'Oanlel • lebanon. Ky.
last seven to nine years, though
sophomore
the company has expressed plans
to continue mining until all of the
coal
in the area is extracted - pos·
Melissa Ruhlma n!The News
sibly 20 years or longer. In addi-

lbatdly•li* ...

about snow
in Murray?

tion to noise pollution that can
potentially occur 22 hours a day
and air pollution from stray coal
dust, water pollution is another
pressing and hazardous consequence of the proposed surface
mine.
The coal seam sits above an
aquifer, increasing the likelihood
for heavy metal byproducts from
coal extraction (selenium, arsenic,
mercury and lead) to contaminate
well water and Camp Pennyroyal's spring-fed lake.
Additionally. recent studies
have linked coal dust to increased
asthma, respiratory diseases and
arsenic leaching - which WKM
has confirmed will be a byproduct
of the mining operation - to high
cancer rates in coal mining communities. Though WKM has
promi!led Girl Scouts of Kentuckiana not to mine during "special
events," Camp Pennyroyal hosts
programs throughout the year. A
strip mine could pose yet another
challenge to trying to increase the
use of camp facilities during the
off-season.
The solidarity and public opposition to this proposal is overwhelming. In less than a week, a
Girl Scout-created online petition
has already generated more than
1,000 signatures. Combined with
the local resident "Save Our
Homes" petition and the online
Sierra Club petition, there · are
more than 2,000 signatures of citizens against the construction of
yet another surface mine in western Kentucky.
Though in the few years it has
existed Western Kentucky Miner-

I
als has a reportedly "good" reputation ~n following governmental
regulations, and, according to its
websit~. it is very difficult, if not
impossible, to restore a land to its
original state after surface mining.
So while to the untrained eye,
non-native, invasive grass species
look aesthetically pleasing, the
biodiversity of the vegetation and
fauna generally declines. Even up
to a mile away. this would affect
Camp Pennyroyal's wildlife programs, including the recently
implemented bird watching program.
Coming from a former camper
and counselor of Camp Pennyroyal and lifetime member of Girl
Scouts, I can testify that our camp
offers girls a unique opportunity
to connect with the outdoors and
learn essential conservation concepts.
Locating a surface mine next
door - let alone on the property,
which was WKM's original
request - endangers the authentic
nature of the camp experience
due to industrial noise and aesthetic disturbance, as well as contamination of air, water and soiL
In the Girl Scout Law and
Promise, girls vow to "use
resources wisely" and "make the
world a better place.'' Standing
against the strip mine proposal is
living out the Girl Scout commitment to environmental stewardship.

SarabKelty
alumna from
Louisville, Ky.
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Letters to the Editor
(This letter is a response to the commentary
titled ''Where is all the hype for the new
library" in the Feb. 3 issue of The Murray State
News.)

I

Jaywalking

(This letter is a response to the commentary
titled "Rand Paul goes to the airport" in the
Feb. 3 issue of The Murray State News.)

the particular agents doing their jobs. In fact
he recognized that they were doing just that:
their jobs. He criticized instead the function
of the TSA. the role they play and their
methods of doing it.
Additionally, Senator Paul never called or
asked for "special treatment" for his position. Rather. he called for reasonability in
the methods of the TSA. He suggested perhaps a program for frequent flyers to be
iinplemented, not specifically for government officials, which could expedite the
security process in airports. There are thousands of Americans who pass through the
same airport secl11'ity checkpoint numerous
times a week, who see the same TSA agents
numerous times every week, who fly thousands upon thousands of miles every week.
Reasonableness, and not hysteria, in our
security methods would provide for a practical way for such frequent and well-known
flyers to accelerate and ease the increasing
burden of air travel.
Mr. Hitz says that Senator Paul must not
be "anyone's favorite person right now.''
Well, I'm a fan. He's standing up for reasonable practices in a system increasingly dominated by drastic and reactionary.measures.
Most importantly though, he's standing up
for my rights as an American citizen under
the 4th Amendment of the U.S. Constitution,
"The right of the people to be secure in their
persons, houses, papers, and effects, ag~st
unreasonable searches and seizures, shall
not be violated, and no Warrants shall issue,
but upon probable cause, supported by Oath
or affumation, and particularly describing
the place to be searched, and the persons or
things to be seized."

In the Feb. 3 issue of The Murray State
News' "Campus Voice" series, Joshua Hitz
wrote in criticism of Sen. Rand Paul's objections to the actions of the Transportation
Security Administration. Senator Paul particularly drew objections to the way the
TSA handled a personal encounter he had
with them on Jan. 25 in the Nashville airport.
Hitz states "Paul is the bad guy here."
However, let us first properly recount the
1 situation so that we may evaluate it in an
objective manner. Sen. Paul was in the
Nashville airport preparing to board a plane
to D.C., when he passed through the body
scanner an "anomaly" was triggered on his
right leg. Sen. Paul lifted his pant leg to show
there was nothing of concern there, however the TSA insisted upon a body pat down.
Holding to his principles that these pat
downs are intrusive and wrong, Sen. Paul
refused and asked if he could simply pass
through the body scanner a second time-to
which the TSA refused. From there Sen.
Paul was detained for over an hour before
the TSA finally relented and allowed Sen.
Paul to pass through the body scanner a second time. Nothing was triggered the second
time through.
Sen. Paul is not the bad guy here. He has
successfully exposed something somewhat
alarming about the TSA procedures. Either
the TSA body scanner machines trigger randomly so that random and unwarranted
searches and pat downs can be conducted or
the machines have a tendency to error and
either trigger falsely or perhaps miss actual
· offenders. Considering the TSA denies that
the fust possibility is true, then it. remains
that the second option must be true. Do TSA
body scanning machines have a tendency to
err and show an "anomaly" one time, but not
Chase Barney
I the second time?
junior from
. Furthermore, Sen. Paul never criticized
Nicholasville, Ky.
i Out of all the bickering and face palming "All that Proposition 8 accomplished serves
everyone goes through during election
no purpose, and has no effect, other than to
times, or just whenever our government
lessen the status and human dignity of gays
does something over the top, it's nice to
and lesbians in California, and to officially
know that fmally the higher ups of our counreclassify their relationships and families as
try were able to get past something so
inferior to those of opposite-sex couples."
frowne d upon and make a dect·s·to n that
The American people have been stereo~
would benefit many and harm few to none. I
typed as a society that, to put it frankly,
am not a homosexual or a bisexual, but 1 do
shoots anything they dQ.q't understand and
1 feel that calling Proposition 8 unconstituwhen Proposition 8 was approved it only
tiona! was a smart and very tolerant move by
aided that painful label. So it delights me to
, the c a1·r
· c·ucut
.. 't Cour
" t.
""
know that one state, as well as the country,
11orma
all
b
ht
·
07
p
·
·
is making strides in equality for all persons,
0 ngm Y roug up m 20 • ropost'tion
8 banne d gay marnages
·
· t he state o f Calino matter the race, sex or sexuality, espem
fornia, completely repressing the homosexudally if said country boasts the title ofthe
al community. This act wasn't approved
land of the free.
until a year later and was only concocted as , The banning of Proposition 8 is not a miracle, but a revelation and like other achieveBrian Clarkson
a more strengthened version of Proposition
ments prior, it can be added to the list of
22, which didn't maMe same sex marriage
senior from
proud moments in American history. The
illegal but stated it wasn't a true legal conPaducah, Ky.
fight for equality for any minority is far from
tract. It wasn't a good sign toward America's
over, but that is due to a bigger fault of a pertolerance on anything different and few hetson, not just people. There will always be
erosexual persons fought against it.
prejudjce and bigotry, but at least the voice
As of Feb. 7 this year, the California Cirfor equal rights is being heard.
cuit Court called for the ban of this measure
with the members agreeing it was unconsti~
Joshua Bitz
tutional due to singling out a minority. As I
freshman from
quote an article from Huffington Post, Judge
Stephen Reinhardt wrote in his statement,
Staunton, UJ.

Having read "Where is all the hype for the
new library" on Feb. 3, it seems strange to me
they would bring out all this hubbub about a
$62 million library and then drop it. Not one
word, not one peep.
I note a complete lack of communication
between University President Dunn (This was
the only plan? Why not look through the
options and pick one that can last long-term?),
the SGA (Glad you got it tabled in the fall. But
shouldn't we be hearing something about
options as well from them? Did they secretly
cut a deal with Dr. Dunn?) and the Task Force
(no tuition increases is great, can't really do
that? Never mind.).
If you intend on burdening us with higher
tuition and/or student fees to have a showcase
library, you will have to let us know what is
going on. We expect nothing less, Dr. Dunn. It
is a requirement, SGA. It is expected, Task
Force. You use our money; you keep us up to
date.
I don't like being blackmailed into a choice
between having my tuition increased (bold
prediction: regardless of all the library mess, it
will go up.) or student fees increased. And
blackmail is exactly what I would call it. It's
like the decision has already been cast in stone;
we can pay now or we can pay later.
I feel bullied as a student in MSU to increase
our debt burden by having a sparkling new
library in about five to ten years. For all we
know, it may become technologically obsolete
by the time it opens. What happened to fiscal
responsibility in Murray? Have we not learned
the lessons of Greece or the United States,
which both had to deal with default situations
when their debts became higher than the
money that was coming in?
Especially when they're tearing down Ordway Hall because they can't afford to make the
necessary repairs. Especially when Faculty
Hall and th~ Busi?-ess B~~di~g are dealing with
~onky heatmg/au con~t~onmg sys~ems. Espectally .when ~acuity p~s1t10ns remam unfilled.
Espectally Wlth ~ antiquated power ~yst~m at
the do~ms. Espec1ally when we haven t prud for
the shiny new _health center yet. .
But never mmd all that. Just thmk of the
. stude.nts ~ve to 10 ~ears from .now who will have
thts shiny new hbrary.. Think of ~ ~he tours
where they see ?leamu:g new buildmgs and
landscapes and Sign the~r ~d earned checks
over-t<>. Murray State-Umverstty. Great.
Just tgnore all the already overburdened students w ho Pa1'd .1•ror those shiny bw'ldings and
d al · h all h fl
· h b ild'
. th
fie t ~It
t e aws m t e u mgs m
e
trst P ace.

Don't forget to
visit us at
thenews.org

·~ old
music. When
ai.AAJ~~~A the person sitti..Qg
WICa ~ across .from you is
too rude to turn
their music down during
production night, no~
v makes a better niaht than
ear phones and listening to
some Frank and Dean.

Cheers to

jaz~

&

iMft

I"""

Cheers to -· another bout of
warm weather after that
awful freeze we got last
week. What ts this, Winter? No, seriously, this cycle

Jeers to - trying to sell the

of
uncertainty~
needs to end soon
or all conspiracy
nuts are going to
have a field day.

~ wrong with bank-

St; Mary's game ticke~s on
ebay for $1,200. Yes, the
Racers are on a roll and
there is nothing
ing off of that suecess. Bat this Is
gotag a little too

far.

]~
~· - the bas~
ketball team fo
making this opinion
section look bad
when it printed they
were undefeated the night
they Ioit their first game.
C'moa guys. We thought you
cared about the newspaper
more than that.

For the love of it all
Valentine's Day
is the one holiday
I swore off when
I was younger. Of
all the useless
days to celebrate,
why would we
make one entirely
centered on the
John Walker commercializaOpinion Editor tion of love. Not
only is it entirely
a waste of money, it>s a celebration
of the No. 1 cause of human problems. Nothing comes close, not even
the attainment of power, to the
havoc love wreaks throughout history.
There are many other holidays we
can take pride in. Martin Luther
King Jr. Day is a time to reflect on
our civic duty and give back to the
community. Thanksgiving is a time
to give thanks for our graces and the
harvest for the year. Christmas is a
time to spend with our family and
celebrate the past year, while New
Year's Eve is a time to celebrate the
next year as a gift.
In fact, only Halloween comes
close in the race for uselessness. If it
weren't for Latin countries and Wiccans it would be the one on the
chopping block.
However, for the fust time in my
life I can say I found a purpose in
celebrating Valentine's Day. I am a
sucker for romantic notions. just not
for the cheesy heart-shaped chocolate boxes. So when I decided to
order flowers and buy a card the
thought of candies and teddy bears
never once crossed my mind. I was
only thinking of her. Even when r
caught myself being the world's
biggest hypocrite, standing in the .
aisle full of cards at the pharmacy, I
knew she was more than worth it.
Why is it OK to forego all those
previous reasons for not participat~
ing? After experiencing the humility
1 think I have figured it out. We
have lost the authenticity we once
had in celebrating our holidays.
Christmas is about pr'e sents, not sitting.around the ftte with the family
~an"'d telling stories. N'ew Year's is
more about getting wasted, not
being with friends and family. And
Halloween, well, we've already been
over that on~.
What we n~ed today is to find the
real meaning' in these holidays and
stop clouding them with the material aspect of the department stores.
We should celebrate Halloween to
honor our ancestors just as we
should celebrate Valentine's for the
ones we love the most. Why not
replace that box of chocolates for a
dance and a kiss? Or we could stop
buying the teddy bears and spend
that money on cooking a most excellent dinner.
I know these suggestion aren't
completely unheard of. There are
plenty of families and couples who
find better ways to spend their holidays. What we need now is more
people to fmd unique, immaterial
ways to celebrate the holidays. If we
could all flnd a way to do this we
might find a lot more worth celebrating.
Contact Walker at john.walker@
murraystate.edu.
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New benefit fund
expands resources
for grant writers
Chris Wllcoz
Staff writer

Au51en Ramsey/ The Nf'W5

Gov. Steve Beshtar addresses aCJrGUP of reporters In front of t11e Egoner's Ferry 8rldQe Wednesday. He cf1ar9ed the state with lnltlatlnQ atemporary ferry.

Beshear visits fallen bridge
Aastba ltamley
News Editor
Gov. Steve Beshear announced a push to
instate temporary ferry service at the
U.S. 68/ Ky. Hwy. 80 crossing over the Kentucky Lake today. after a cargo ship damaged the existing bridge late Ia~ month.
.The Delta Mariner, a 2,80o-ton freight
vessel collided with the Eggner's Ferry
Bridge on Jan. 26, bringing a 322-foot span
of the bridge crashing down on the ship
and the water around it.
The governor flew to the eastern shore
of the Kentucky Lake to assess the damage
first-hand with Chief District Engineer Jim
LeFevre of the Kentucky Transportation
Cabinet.
Besbear told a group of .reporters in
front of the bridge he was thankful no one
had been hurt in the bridge coUision, but it
was the now the state's responsibility to r~
store traffic on the bridge, which carried
about 2,800 cars a day.
"It's hot a great answer because of the
amount of traffic on this highway, but it is
at least a partial answer and a little bit of
help not only for our traffic but for our
businesses. for our parks. for the tourism
trade and for folks that need to go back and
forth," he said.
.Several steps wm be taken by the state
in the coming weeks to prepare for a ferry,
he said, including removing bridge debris
and dredging a route across the lake, working with the Tennessee Valley Association,
the Army Corps of E~neers and the U.S.
Coast Guard.

a

The stare Finance and Mministrative
Cabinet began work today to approYe paperwork on paying for the temporary ferry
service, and Besbear said be plans to return
to Frankfort ro fmalize that transaction.
The stare is monitoring the bridge and
piers on either side of the missing span. es·
pecially on the eastern side near Trigg
County, after the KTC reported possible
movement along the floor of the lake two
weeks ago.
Beshear said be hoped to have news
from state investigators within tbe next
few days, to determine whether or not to
move forward in repairiq the fallen
bridge.
"We hope mthe next couple olwertb
that we will be able to declare tbac what we
have is sale enough €or u to utUize in any
options that we're looking at." he said. ..If
they are safe. then we are obviously look·
ing at a temporary span here that

I'm governor," he said to a spatter of ap- .
plause. "And I'm governor for four years."
The announcement came a day after
Foss Maritime. the company that owns the
ship. flle4 a federal lawsuit, asking for ex·
oneration from any liability concerning the
incident.
Since the ship hit the span. officials have
been c:flled in to question regarding the
navigation lights on the bridge.
The lawsuit claims not all lights were in
full operation on the Cogy Thursday night
the ship bit it, contrlb~ to the incident.
"Obvtbll$ly, the l:Ourts wU1 handle that,
and we'll WliMrbUt way thrUUSti the court
~em. Beidleat said. ..~ It to say, rm
at least told that tbf5 Vt&Sel was way out of
tbe tnain channel and all you've got to do is
look at this bridge bead-on and see where
the ship should have been. So, we'll see
bow that goes. but we're not going to let
lawsuits
of ,....,..,..,...

Effective July 1. tlle Murray State indirect cost formula for
awarded grants will be changed in order to benefrt the princ:iPJ]
investigator.
·
The old, indirect cost formula left no awarded money to the
grant writer. This new formula wUl be adminiSJered by allowing
the principallnvestigator or researcher of the gJ'81lt to have direct
access to U.S perce.nt of the indirect cost generated by the awarded
grant.
Jay Morgan. U80Ciate provost, said the project was a collaboration of the Research Policy Committee and the Office of the
Provost.
"This change was supported by the President's oft-.ce and ultimately was given the approval by President Randy Donn," he said.
The Office of Accounting wiJl create an account for each researcher with funds that they may access quarterly for several uses.
Morpn said the funds will provide faculty and staff with more
resources.
'"The PI benefit fund wtU expand the resources that faculty and
staff have at their disposal for the support'olgrant writing.• be said.
Morgan did say the change, supported by mauy members across
campus, has some prohibited uses.
These include sponsorships, food (except travel reimbursement>, professional UabUity annual dues, professional associate
dues and faculty salary stipends for any faculty member associated with the granL
Although some limitations have been set, Morgan said the benefit fund, as a whole, is still better than no fund at all, as was the
case previously.
"This PI fund is now being provided to foster a more awarding
environment for grant writing," be said.
Appmved uses of tbe PI benefit fund include cost share for fu·
ture grants, student workers. graduate assistants or part-time administrative usistants, materials, technplogy and supplies (or
scholarly research or grant development and related traveL
Peggy Pittman-Munke. Faculty Senate president, said the new
formula for awarded grants would provide the faculty more opportunities to access information on grants and would help in the
context of their jobs.
"It will pay for conference travel, books and stndent workers or
graduate assistant~.• sbe said. "As tight as budgets are, the admia.
istration has done a peat service to the (ac;,ulty by providiq this
incentive."
Pittlnail-MUDke said a part of Murray State tradition il rewarding Its faculty (or their hard work.
"Faculty wUI not begin writing grant proposals simply because
of the new formula," she said. "The faculty who are already writing grants wiU simply receive a part of the awarded money in order
to help them with their work."
dir,,.,..,u of the Hancock Biologic31 Station, said

oeenthll~~
1Jut 'l#~o'm

placement process collWI-~tii-~ifli~Ii·
cated than it sounds. Because the Eggner's
Ferry Bridge is partially suppo~ed with an
above-deck truss, he said, a separate support system will ~ required to hold up the
missing section.
LeFevre $aid that may require up to two
additional piers under the repair,
This bridge and its sister over Barkley
Lake. a short drive east of the fallen Dleture, were slated to be replac:ed wltb1o the
next six -years. Beshear said be plans to
move ahead with those plans.
'1 want to see those bridges bullt while

HbllliPI\tdt;~·,a~uaars·haU.'ClcJ&tity

Jud.-.
Executive Mike Miller joined the governor
on his visit. The two apeed that the temporary ferry fix is the best of about six options the state bas been reviewing for three
weeks.
Miller said be hopes it will lessen the
dramatic ~ect the damaged bridge hu
had on tourism in hia county 'lt{est of tl:Je
lake.
"It's a temporary fax, sure.N he said, "but
it would sure bdp a lot Of people out."
Contact .Ramsey 4t aramsey"S@
murraystate.edu.

YNL restarts student-based program
Coartney Lawrdare
Staff writer
The Youth .and Nonprofit Leadership Student Association has
undergone somewhat of a revamping process since fall
This past July, Robin Esau. of the youth and nonprofit leadership
department, became the new acting program coordinator.
Part of her new duties includes functioning as the mentor for
the student association.
The current officers' of the YNLSA were elected this past faD
and entrusted with the task of rewriting the YNLSA by-laws ~nd
have brought a fresh and new perspective on how to build on the
strong foundation that Roger Weis of the youth and nonprofit leadership department bas established, Esau said.
"The association has been in place for 29 years and done amazing things under Roger Weis' leadership," she said.
The stat~meJU of purpose for the YNLSA as it reads in the bylaws:
..YNLSA is dedicated to providing students of MSU with professional, social and service opportunities with the intent of enriching students' leadership potential and competencies in the
field of youth, human services and other non·profit organizations;"
One ofthe biggest programs the YNLSA has established to date
is the Big Brothers Big Sisters program In 1996 that is still in operation today with an estimated 100 children and another 100 on the
waiting list, Weis said.
The YNLSA plans to use its fund from dues, $10 per semester, to

organize progr.amming to benefit local DQ.D-profrt organizations
and ~t tbe Murray/Cllloway County cemm\Ulity, the president o{ YNLSA. senior Trey J~ns from Fort Thornat, Ky., sald.
"Our main goal is to briDg together hundreds of diverse·YNL
students to assist local non-profit agencies in bettering the Uves
of Murray/Calloway County citizens.• Jurgens said.
All of the oft"tcers went around to each YNL class being taught
this semester md spread the word of tht: ftrtt meeting of YNLSA
trying to get people lmerested, and it was a success. vice president
ofYNLSA. senior Cl.aiie Dunlap of Paducah. Ky.. said.
YNJ.SA is going to essabliah committe~ as a way tll implement
.their special events and fundralsing. She said.
Future everus for the association include a senior luncheon on
AprU 11 in the Mississippi Room and :i Givins. Back Scholars Reception for Olympic medalist, Joanna Hayes, on the evening of
March 28. Hayes will come and share her story with the students
and any otbeninterested.
..We are exc,ited to restore. this student organization and encourage all YNL maJors and minors to join," Dunlap said.
The goals. she said are to fuse the students with the department.
Said Dunlap: "'ur goals for this organization are ro build rela·
tionships on a higher level between students within the departmen~ gain networking opportunities on and off campus, offer
chances to volunteer within the community while providing sus·
l'ainable results and to make students aware of the YNL program
and the benefits it has to offer."
Contad LaVffdure at claverdul'f!@murraystate.edu.

ililllie'1-"Mihing for a formula·like thft:for nearly-I& years," be
said. "Tbe uses of the new indirect cost formula will help faculty
with their professional work."
White said he is in the procfSS of writing a large grant proposal
to the National Science Foundation. so be is especially glad there
will be a principal investigato! benefit fund
"The uses don't allow fa~culo add to their salary,'" he said. ..It
is just a way to help finance o projects. They can be very costly."
S~d Dunn: "11tls new mce.t
goes to the core of what, in part,
the Unlvc:rsity iS -.bo'-t anct
is the creation of new knowledge
and tho applitado6 of that DeW and existing knowledge in ways
that mal'e liCe better.•
Conhlct Wilcox at cwll~e.Hu..

Indirect cost formula for awarded grants
Previous

General fund 25%
Vice president25%
College -15%
Department 15%
Sponsored
programs- 20%

Updated
General fund ·17.5%
Vice president· 22.5%
CQJtege· 12.5%
Department -15%
Sponsored programs·
20%
Principal investiQator
benefit fund ·12.5%
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Junior pard Tessa ElkiDI JJ a
of the Racen lineup. ~In 2S
for tbe Racers ia tbe 20lG-Utea10n.
raaked fourth oa the teup for.rebowt•
iDg 3.9 per game.
Due to lajury, Elklna was lorced
middle part of the teuoa. but was
tribute wbell the team traveled to
to play Southern Il1iDoJs UDfven:itY"'1
.Elkins scored fix poiDtJ and added a
post-iajury debut.
"It feels really good to be back." E1lciu ~
missed playiagso much. It's been a yeer ~
bee lurserY ancl my knees haft felt··~
feels good to be back on the court.•

ke::-wi-:..kl.:eeo'~ onmmlag ~tf:-As au aperieDced player. B1ldDs bas a loagbis;.
tory ~basketball, startiDs at aD early ace btM
cause of her older brodler.

..He was thlee yean oWer dwa me aad I WGUid
him tQ .ttle outdoor courts and play
agaiDst all of his frieads;" abe said. ~ been
playiosapiDst tbe boyt ever siDCt I cOuld dribble.'"
E!kiDs Ntributes ller fiery ~ty <N1 the
court to her motber qd paJt coaches.
"My mom alway~ yelled at me to tell l{lle what
I should do.'" slle saicL "And my bJab IChool
coaches ahrlays screamed at me to set me focused too.l wuapeeted to go hard aU the~"
Stich an 'll'e&IIYe behavior on the court baJ
made Elkins an oJrenslvely dominant pJ.,., but
has also set h..- back wlth t(ldmlcal foQI• in the
go with

..

pa$tseaiOD.

"'lbeee was 0118 time wbenl was tryiaa to ttkk
ap for Mariah aobiDioD Md it • me In trouble."
abe said. ..1 ~I need to work oa belq quiet
more. I .chlDk I'Ve grown up a lot this season so
I've been WOI\iDc on my self.conttol...
Elkbls ls JDalorinlln busJnea administration
and pJas to keep buketbaU eloae to her career
with bop8of <Wdtina and working with spans

advertilinc"1 love thiJ aport," sbe said. "' want to try and
keep it with me in any way I can."
As a student..athlete. Elkins said sbe is enJoyins her experieiMle at Murray State.
"I like bow it's such a small town and everyone

sets to knQW you," she said. ..I've really lov~d
being on the team and settial to know my team·
~~51 <t
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Men's Basketball

Open Mouth, I nsert Football

Indiana State alum visits University
Former Indiana State, NBAplayer compares
Racers to 1978-79 Final Four runner-up team
Sophie McDonald
SpQrts Editor
t-

tast Thursday an NBA scout was in attendance
for Murray State's home game against Tennessee
State. But it wasn't just any NBA scout.
Carl Nicks is a scout for the Indiana Pacers but is
best known for being a member of the 1978-79 Indiana State basketball team that went undefeated
into the Final Four and was the runner-up in the
NCAA Championship.
In a story similar to this season's Murray State
team, the Indiana State Sycamores, playing under a
rookie head coach, glided its way into the national
spotlight and into the big dance, defying all odds
along the way.
Nicks, a Chicago native, was the second leading
scorer on the team that year with an average o£19.3
points a game, just behind team-leader and basketball icon Larry Bird who averaged 28.6 points.
After graduating from Indiana State, Nicks was a
first round draft pick for the Denver Nuggets where
he played one season before playing for both the
Utah Jazz and Cleveland Cavaliers for a season. He
fmished his career in Europe before be and his wife.
asocial worker also from the south side of Chicago,
moved to Indianapolis where he worked with the
Adolescent Intensive Outpatient Program at the
Methodist hospitaL
Three and a half years later, on a summer morning in 2004, Bird called Nicks to ask if he would
scout for him at the Pacers and the rest is history.
Nicks, a son•of a preacher. remains close to his
collegiatl! basketball roots by living his dream of
scouting for the big leagues.
Whilt~ watching the Racers play Thursday, Nicks
caught himself taking a jog down memory lane.
"The first time l saw Murray State l thought,
'Golly, that reminds me of my team,'" Nicks said.
''The same type of p layers, same size, because we
didn't have anybody, Larry Bird was 6-foot-9 and
that was it. 'I1le rest of the guys was 6-foot-7, 6-foot2, I'm 6-foot-3 and that was it. But we was just like
wild dogs on the floor."
The similarities don't stop there. The head coach
of the Sycamores that year, Bill Hodges, shares a
few things in common with Racers Head Coach
Steve Prohm in that h e didn't expect to be the
team's leader that particular year.
Prohm. who recruited more than half the players
on Murray State's roster, served as assistant coach
to the Racers when he was hired in May as head
coach after Billy Kennedy went to Texas A&M.
Likewise, Hodges served as assistant coach when
he stepped in for Bob King who had an aneurysm
and wasn't able to coach for the season.
"We were all OK with it because Bill Hodges primarily recruited all of us," Nicks said. "He was the
one who was always at our high school games.
bringing us gym shoes and stuff like that. He wasn't just assistant coach but he was your father figure and big brother off the court so we felt
comfortable with that so it was just a happy marriage, really and things just feU in place. He was a
player•s'coach in that he would just let you play. If
he saw something he'd call a timeout and tell you
' about it but he would just let you play and that's
what we needed. It was a great situation for us."

The success of the 1979 Sycamores quietly
stacked up over the course of the season. as did the
team's confidence.
"The season started and we were 5-0 and we didn't think nothing of it, then we were 10·0 and we
stiU didrl't think anything of it and then come 15-0
we started saying to ourselves, 'Man. l don't know.
I don't think anybody can beat us,'" Nicks said.
"Then when the conference games started up we
started b(:ating those guys ~10 the road and that's
when it dialed in: 'You know what, no one can beat
us and we're going to go to the tournament. We
weren't arrogant or cocky we were just like 'no
body can beat us."'
The small Indiana State schuol retained the No.
1 spot in both national basketball polls most of the
season but never allowed the media to distract
them, Nicks said.
"We were getting national attention and there
wasn't any pressure," he said. "Pressure is only
pressure when you put it on yourself. No one expected us to be there and no on expectt•d Murray
State to be ZS-1, so if there is any pressure it's because those guys, not the t•oach, put pressure on
themselves. Y<m'vc got to stick to what you know
and you've got to stick together. You don't have to
love your teammates so much off the court but
you've got to love them on the court. Some of my
teammates. we didn't all hang out together and we
didn't all click together but we were a faii\lly when
it came to practice anJ on the court."
The family of a team was led by Bird who
avoided the media so much that Nicks did interviews in his place.
"I think if l.arry had a different personality type
and was cocky and it was all about him and he had
a he's-going-the-league attitude and all that stuff.
things probably would havl~ fallen apart, but it was
totally opposite of that." Nick!' said. "He was prob·
ably the greatest player, all-star, all-American icon
that I've ever played with, it was unbeliev-.Jblc and
the way he approached the game was just unbelievable."
Nicks said the historic team, which went 33-0 before falling tu Michigan State 75-64 in the championship round, wasn't the biggest or most athletic
team in the country, but had the most important
weapons: heart and a will to win.
"We were just blue-collared, hard-working,
scrappy, dive-on-the-floor-for-loose-balls, reckless
abandon type guys," be said. "We bought into it on
our own that nobody was going to beat us and that
we were going to the tournament."
Hodges repeatedly told the Sycamores to stick to
what they knew and to focus on one game at a time.
"We approached every gamc.like we were the un·
derdogs and we wasn't," Nicks said. '"That's another
little secret that nobody knows about. We never approached games like. 'Oh we're playing this school
so we get to have a night off,' no. We always thought
we were the underdogs and everybody was out to
gNus."
As the team. which stayed focused and close-knit
on and off the court, remained unbeaten to the final
round against the .Michigan State Spartans who
hdd a 26·6 record.
"We felt likt• they were overrated and we were
going to beat them;· Nicks said. "But when it came

Gone too soon

Some events transcend sports. Sometimes people's lives
to game time and everything they were unbelievand contributions ex·
able and Magic Johnson - was he good. Michigan
tend far beyond the
Stare had an NBA-sized team at the time, they were
body of work for
so big and Magic Johnson at 6-foot·9 playing the
which they are
point guard was so big and so fast and so smart and
known.
·
it was almost overwhelming for us. And their stratWhitney Houston's
egy - they did some great homework to contain
passing is another opBird and by them doing that they did us. Michigan
portunity for fans,
State was really good but I always make a joke when
Morrow
media and casual obSports oolumni.~t
people ask me about that game, I say they didn't reservers to insert their
ally beat us, we just ran out of time.''
opinions regarding superstardom and
Time is something Murray State still has and is
the perils thereof. This piece, sports colsomething Nicks suggests they use wisely.
·
umn or not, is no exception.
"I wish I could give those guys a pep talk because
As our entertainment-driven, instant
they're going to need it right now," Nicks said. "lt's
gratification-obsessed,
new media-domi·
time to switch gears and switch their psyche right
nated culture drinks down all the infora little bit because it's getting ready to get really
mation of the latest celebrity to meet an
tough. The NCAA Tournament is anqrher beast
untimely end, it might be easy to beright there because you don't have enough prepacome jaded when faced with the trageqy
ration time to scout other teams because you could
of someone who lived on a sodallevel
be playing a team from Idaho and you're like 'who
some consider to be above our own.
is this?' and they're as good as hell."
Whether fueled by jealousy or cyni·
As he watched the Racers take its first fall of the
cism, often we will take a public figure's
season, losing 72-68 to Tennessee State, Nicks said
demise in passing, maybe offer an opinthe team didn't appear to be performing at the same
ion or even an insensitive joke. and
level that had given them 23 straight wins.
move on.
"[ don't know exactly what they did to get to that
Still, in tl1day's world, where everyone
point but it seemed like they wasn't gelling as a unit
considers himself a star (or at least seeks
together, that's what it looked like to me and I think
to be), there remain appropriate and
that's why they lost that game," Nicks said. "In my
even necessary moments to recognize
opinion, Murray State is still a Cinderella team.
true, God-given talent when it exits the
They've got another season to look forward to and
stage.
they're going to the tournament, bur it's all about
Whitney Houston, with all her public
not getting too high and not getting too low and just
shortcomings, was pure talent. Whether
keep it rolling - that's what we did."
her life is to be celebrated or mourned,
Both the Sycamores from 1979 and this year's
whether she reached her potential or
Racers are the same type of team, Nicks said.
was another example of wasted talent,
"We wasn't even as athletic as those guys but we
her talent was not in question.
was more fast but we were tough, we were scrappy
Whitney was put on this earth to sing.
and we played hard. That's the similarities that
I say this as someone who never bought
Murray State and Indiana have: tough, strong,
her music: it wasn't my style. I never
scrappy, blue collar."
watched her movies; I just didn't care to
Nick~ admonished the:: team to stay together in
see them. 1 didn't consider myself a fan;
order to achieve greatness.
I, like many of my generation. have fallen
"The bottom line is the team needs to remember
into the trap of appreciating talent after
what they did to be 3-0, to be 5·0, to be 10-0 and
stick to that," he said. "Please don't forget to stop • it is gone.
You may hear the news about Houston
listening to the coaches because once you're 20·0
and wonder why her death is so imporyou can think you don't need the coach and that
tant. You may have been born too late, or
you did all of this, no you didn't. That's a trick."
simply did not connect with her music.
With proper leadership from junior ~;uard Isaiah
It is understandable, but it would also be
Canaan, who scored 31 points the night Nicks oba huge mistake to simply roll your eyes
served the Racers, the team has the potential to
and dismiss the story as one of just an·
make a deep run in postseason play.
other fallen star.
"If Canaan is the guy who is going to make the
It only takes a few minutes of your
big buckets for you, then that's who you need to
time
to YouTh be her performance of the
count on," he said. "And if Canaan is going to be the
national anthem before the 1991 Super
guy who is going to lead the team he's got to make
Bowl or to listen one more time to ..I
himself present that way and 1 didn't know ifhe did
Will Always Love You... I recommend it
that real well that night. The points were great but
I don't like to overstate someone's talI'm talking about staying real positive and confl·
ent. Anyone can be over-praised. With ~~~~'
dent and patting his teammates on the back and
that said, I have n ever beard a voice with
telling them. 'Come on guys, let's hang in there;
sucb a smooth anaeffortless flow. She
those are the things he needs to step up and do."
was a living instrument whose ability to
Despite the Racers' disrupted winning streak,
use vocals to sway the emotions and
Nicks encouraged the team to keep its head up.
move the heart may be unprecedented.
"1 look at my ring all the time and think about
l
Her personal demons were many. Even
what life would be like after that.'' Nicks said. "But,
her '-'lice failed her at the end. But her
just like the Murray State guys, once this is over
talent.
in my opinion, will not be overyou can look in the mirror and you can smile and
stat~ in the many tributes of those who
say, 'Hey, we did something real special here.' Bekn~ and appreciated her the most.
cause what they have done is special."
The passing of yet another cultural
Contact
McDonald
at
smcdonald3@
icon causes me to stop and consider just
murraystace.edu.
how many visible figures we have seen
pass in our own short lifetimes.
I've compiled a list of these people
wlio I believe have in some way impacted our culture - and by some exten·
sion, us -whether we realize it or not.
This list notes a bevy of entertainers
and public figures that left us at 50 year$
young or younger - personalities that,
during our generation and the one before us, lived large on the big stage while
they were here.lt is by no means meant
to be an exhaustive compilation, nor is it
to be one of those brainless countdowns
that somehow claim to value one person's life or contributions twer another.
It is simply a sobering reminder that
sometimes many of the brightest stars
burn out too quickly.
Athletes
Walter Payton. Jim Valvano. The 1972
Israeli Olympic: athletes. Payne Stewar t.
Roberto Clemente. Kirby Puckett. Dale
Earnhardt. Andre the Giant. Len Bias.
Hank Gathers. Malik Sealy. Darrant
Williams. Korey Stringer. Sean Taylor.
Darryl Kyle. Derrick Thomas. Eddie
Griffin. Steve McNair. The 1970 Marshall
football team. Ken Caminiti. Chri"i
Benoit. Thurman Munson. Brian Piccolo.
Andres Escobar. Pat Tillman. Lou
Gehrig. Reggie White.
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Senior night to be emotional
Sophie McDonald
Sports F.ditor
Senior starters Ivan Aska. Jewuan Long and
Don'te Poole will lace up and run on the court for
their final home game at S p.m. Saturday against
No. 16/21 (ESPN/AP) Saint Mary's for Scars lOth
Annual BracketBusters game airing on ESPN. commentatcd by the legendary Dick Vitale and in front
of a sellout crowd.
With a pre-game ceremony in the works to
honor the three seniors. Murray State (24·1. 12·1
Ohio Valley Conference) Head Coach Steve Prohm
isn't concerned about his players being emotional
before the already big game as much as he is some·
one else.
"I'm worried about me because I've known these
guys four or five years and this is tough," Prohm
said. "These guys have been great for me to have
as my first year, to have these guys with this kind of
character. and leadership. We'll be flne once the
buzzer sounds. It'll be a goo4 game- Saint Mary's
is really, really good. It'll be a good atmosphere and
after the first five minures, whether we get up eight
or they get up eight, iL'll all settle down."
The rookie coach, known for his soft-spoken
temperament and love-induced leadership, spoke
highly of his senior players.
"When you're a first year head coach, and I'll say
this to anybody, and you're able to have three sen·
iors with the character, leadership and toughness
of Dontc Poole, Tewuan Long and Ivan Aska, then
rou're going to have a chance to have a tremendous
year," Prohm said. "11losc guys have been the rock
for this team and I can't be more proud of them."
' The seniors hav~ three consecutive championships to their name and if they win against Saint
Mary's it will be their lOOth win and they will be·
come the all-time wlnningest class in Murray State
history, n title previously held by the 1999-2000
class with 99 wins.
"I don't know how many wins they're going to
end up with, I hope it's over 100 because that
means we've won a ~onference championship and
played in the post season and done some really
good things," Prohm said. "But when you walk out
of here as the all-time winningest class, and hopefully they will, and you walk out with three
secutive championships that speaks volumes."
Saturday's game is the second consecutive senior
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Ivan Aska, Jewuan Lono and Oonte PooleWill play their last oame at the CFSBCenter Saturday nioht
night the Racers have played and the next two
games will also be their opposition's senior nights.
''It's amazing how this schedule works, it's out of
your hands," Prohm said. "You l<lok at teams getting whole weeks off a couple diff(•rent times and
you look at four-straight senior days, and one of
them is ours so you take that out of the equation,
but we've got three straight senior days and that's
tough. That's the cards we're dealt with so we need
to get out then.• and take care of business."
Aska is mentally and emotionally preparing the
big night.
~I've been thinking about it," Aska said. "Just
knowing it's going to be my last time playing at
home with Dontc and Jewuan and the rest of the
players and Coach Prohm - I'm going to make the
best of it out tif it. My family i:; going to be there
and my niece and nephew and they're going t(l be
excited so it's a big moment for me. I'm going to
enjoy it and go all out like l'vt· been doing but I'm
going to turn it up another notch. That's my last
time playing so I might as well gt1 out with a bang."
Despite his G·foot-7 frame, the humble Aska is
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anticipating a wave of emotions to hit.
"It's going to be emotional with everything,"
Aska said. "1 just have to grab myself together and
my team and grab together with them and do
everything we can to execute and get a win."
Long also expects the evening to be emotional.
''It seems like it's gone by so fast, for me it's been
five years," Long said. "I've had a lot of ups and
downs since I've been here and it's crazy we have
one last night for all of us. me, Donte and Ivan, our
last time playing and l hope it won't be too emo·
tiona I."
Saturday's game will mark the first time Murray
State has played a ranked team since defeating then
No. 21 Memphis on Dec. 11 and earning its first
ranking in l3 years Dec. 12.
"Hopefully it will be a happy ending with a win
in front of Dickie V." Long said. "Us three, I don't
think we could go out any better than we arc. It's
been a special year for us, I don't think too many
teams will get to go out like we're going out."

Contact

McDonald

murraystate.edu.

at

smcdonald3@

Mu.siclanl
John Lennon. Elvis Presley. Janis
Joplin. Sam Cook. Whitney Houston.
Judy Garland. jim Morrison. Biggie
Smalls. Ronnie Van Zant. Heavy D.
Buddy Htl1ly. Selena. Keith Moon. Thpac
Sbakur. Jiml Hendrix. Kurt Cobain.
Ritchie Valcns. Amy Winehousc. Stevie
Ray Vaughan. Selena. Freddie Mercury.
Aaliyah. Sid Vicious. Michael Jackson.

Political Filuret
John F. Kennedy. John F. Kennedy, Jr.
Princess Diana. Martin Luther King, Jr.
Medgar Evers. Robert Kennedy.
Acton/Comedians
Chris Farley. Marilyn Monroe. John
Belushi. Bruce Lee. Brandon Lee. Bernie
Mac. Steve Irwin. Christopher Reeve.
Gilda Radner. James Dean. John Candy.
Phil Hartman. Corey Haim. Brittany
Murphy. Andy Kaufman. River Phoenix.
Patrice O'Neal. Sam Kinison. Ryan Dunn.
Heath Ledger.
Contact Morrow at mmorrow@

murraystate.edu.
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Rifle

Baseball

Batter up:
team prepares
for season

JaciKohn

Staff writer

freshman shooter Kelsey Emme concentrates on her target before taking ashot in the Pat Spurgin Rifle Range.

Breaking it down: one shot at a time
Kyra Ledbetter
Staff writer
With 120 shots for a single shooter over the course of a match,
it's hard to imagine a single pull ofthe trigger as u small eternity
of its own. However, for members of the Racer rifle team and their
competition, a single shot contains microcosms of technique.
"You have to mentally prepare before you L'Ven touch the gun,"
Kelsey Emme, freshman shooter, said. "For some p(•ople it's hav·
ing that one thought going through their heads that keeps them in
focus. Sometimes people go step by srep through their position
before getting (to the match).''
She's down ro standing, her prone <laying down) and kneeling
positions having been a little down from her best, but still salvageable. Still OK. With less than 20 shots left the fact that she's
biting her bottom lip and her fingers look tense even before she
lifts her gun says, though her score might not, she's frustrated. On
the other side of the glass, which separates spc~tator and sb<;~oter,
it becomes apparent. On the electronic-monitor showin~or her:5ftoo
pattern her most recent shot blazes red on the duster of previous shots marked in yellow and is less than she'd hoped for. Snc's
had a series of shots far too close to g~olOd for ht~r taste: 9.9, 9.8, 9.9
on a scale where 10.9,is perfection. She sighs aod adjusts her visor
then the blue and gold ribbons tying back her hair.
"You're right there," she thinks to herself. "You're right there.
Just keep doing what you're doing. You're fine.'' The :song that's
been beating quietly in the back of her mind fades as she foc\tSC:>
every bit of her capacities. at snooting a 10.
She looks up, planting her right fO{lt then shifting her hips so
she's nearly parallel to the line she centered herself on. She picks
up her gun, nearly like a limb to her now. She prcsst~s her face
against the metal check. piece, lowers her gun and pulls the stock
back by three fingers. Gripping hard, she consciously relaxes her
right shoulder and then her left arm. Her eyes close, and she visibly relaxes and lets her frustration go as best she can. Sh~;.• releases a long. slow exhale and then opl·ns her eyes again, She
shifts s lightly to the left, pulls her right leg back by nu more than
an inch and then moves her toes only slightly, adjusting her balance.
She inhales, taking as long as she needs, then exhales and is entirely still. She squeezes the trigger and for a moment or two after,
she doesn't move.
"Afterward 1 usually analrze if that shut was a good shot or a
bad shot, or rather if it was a mentallr and te~.:hnically perfect
shot," senior Ashley Rose said. "Ifit was a perfect sh(lt then I have
nothing to be upset about. Wh<m I say perfect shot I mean going
through that checklist of body contact spots anJ m!'ntally cXt.'cuting the shot perfectly. Even if it was 'a nitw and T fe lt like that
shot was go()d and in my mind it should have bl~en a 10. thetrit's
a good shot. rf I ilidn't do those things then I don't consider it a
good shot."
Then she dears her head, picks up the h'lln and does it all over
again, 49 more times.

TheRacers came up short In their bid for an 11th OVCtitle.

Contact I.edbetter at kledbetter@murraystatc.edu.

The field is swept. Lhe dirt is watered, the fans are excited and
the Thoroughbreds arc ready to take the t1eld.
"Tht! guys .m: really ;:mxious to go out and put things together
this rear,'' Coach Rob McDonald said.
The baseball season is about to start up and the 'Bred.; arc looking to improve on last season.
"We just want to go out and plar well," senior infielder Travis
Isaak said. "We had a tough year last year. we thought we were better than that. We just want to prove that we are a good team and
win some games Lhis year."
McDonald said last year the 'Breds wt.•re one of tile tougher
teams in the league offensively and this year they are even better.
''I think we've got more good hitters than we can play," McDonald said. "l think defensively we arc going to be very solid (and)
better defensively (and> off~nsivdy than we werE.' last year."
Tite biggest improvement is going to come from pitching, McDonald said.
"We've got a lot of guys hack now that have some experience
thnt w~ didn't have last year," lw saiJ. "I'm really looking forward
to our pitching staff going out and making 1heir mark."
Although McDonald is very confident in his team he kno\\'S
there is always something to work on.
·'T think every area we need to continue to improve on," he said.
"It's important that we come ready to compete everyday. The guys
have been preparing well in practice. I don't Lhink we have any
glaring weaknesses, the biggest thing we have to do is just come
and compete everyday."
McDonald's goals for the season are tht.? same :lS the years be·
fore.
"We always go into the season want-ing to win our conference
and then we hope we will progress f~om that into the NCAA Tournament," he said. ''lt certainly is within tht' talent of the guys we
have."
The leagul' is cwn McDonahi said and the top spot is up for the
taking.
"Our league ha:, gotten t~ the point ofwher~ every year it seems
like the team who is in the bottom of the league will at one point
beat the top team," McDonalJ said. "Everybody in the league is
good and a lot of it has to do with who plays well at the right time.
who gets the big hit at the right time. We really can't target any
one team."
Every weekend series and tonferem:e is going to he a competitive series for the 'Breds but they have the confidcnct' to believe
they can succeed in all of their games.
"We feel like every game we play in thl~ conference we can win,"
McDonald said . "We also know enough to know that anybody can
beat us too if we don't play as well as we arc capable of.''
Baseball play starts up today at home Reagan Field against Val·
paraiso.

Contact Kohn m jk(1M(@murroystate.edtt.

File photo
Senior Travis Isaak connects with theball last season against Southern
Illinois.
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Houston's funeral to be in hometown
Whitney Houston,
who passed away Saturday, is set to have
her funeral her hometown of Newark. N.J.
New Hope Baptist
Church, where the funeral will be held, was
the place Houston
began singing as a
child. Her mother
Cissy Houston as well
Whitney
as her cousin, Dionne
Houston
Warwick, also sang in
the church's choir.
As of now, the funeral will be private and
there arc no plans for a public memorial
service.
After an autopsy on Sunday, there are no
initial indications of foul play or trauma.
However, the toxicology tests have yet to be
completed.

Semiannual bull riding,
barrel racing contest returns to Expo
Gmpnic by Enn laf'!..ci/T/w News

SavaDDah Sawyer
Assistant features Editor

Bonnaroo lineup finally announced
The regional musical festival, Bonnaroo,
announced its line-up Tuesday.
Many big names will be at this year's fes·
tivnl, which has taken place in Manchester,
Tenn.. for the past 10 years at a 700-acre
farm .
Some of the headliners for the shows include Radiohead, Red Hot Chili Peppers,
Phish, The Beach Boys, Bon Iver, the Avett
Brothers, The Shins and Fost~r the People.
Other well-known artists such as Skrillex,
The Roots. Feist, Ben Folds Five and Ludacris will be performing.
All in all, the festival will feature 125 musical performances and 30 comedic acts.
Tickets go on sale Saturday.

Kenny Rogers sues Capitol Records
Musician Kenny
Rogers is suing Capi·
tol Records over a royalty issue.~~--~
He is claiming the
record company did
not p;ty him properly
for digital downloads,
ringtones and other
uses of his music.
Rog~rs filed a lawKenny Rogers suit Monday stating
Capitol Records owed
him at least $400,000 and that he was unable to come up with the exact amount due
to withheld financial records.
His contract with the company states he
should receive 50 percent for the net royalti~s for the licensing of his master recordings.
,
•
.
Rogers is famous for. his hits, "The Gambler" and "L1dy.''

The Bull Blowout, a semiannual bull ridiOQ competition brtnos students and residents of Murray Into the William
HBill" Cherry Al}ricultural Exposition Center for a weekend of rodeo events.

~'ll
~.,..
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Fashion Week hits New York City
New York City is even busier this week
showcasing lines for the fall of this year
from all the well-known vendors.
The reoccurring style that is appearing

:~~;~~~~:~.\~!::..c?:,~~~:~~h;~~:~:

on numerous runways is the layered look.

Tarantino wraps u p latest project
Quentin Tarantino
wrapped up filming
his latest project,
"Django Unchained,"
starring Jamie Foxx
along side leonardo
DiCaprio and Samuel
L. Jackson.
The movie is a remake about a slave
who become a bounty
Quentin
hunter and falls under
the genre of spaghetti
Tarantino
western.
The film was primarily shot in New Orleans while a few scenes were shot in
Wyoming.

Minai to perform at NBA AU-Star game
Pop singer Nicki Minai will sing a medley of her hit songs during this year's NBA
All-Star game. The ~inger will perform
while the players are being announced to
the crowd.
Along with Minaj, many other stars are
expected to perform during the weekend
C\'CntS.

Mary J, Blige will sing the U.S. National
Anthem ·and the group Neverest will be
singing the Canadian anthem.
Pitbull, Ne-Yo and Nayer will perform
during the halftime show and Will.i.um, Flo
Rida and "The Voice" winner, Javier Colon
will pt!rform at the All-Star pregame events
on Feh. 25.
Common. Kevin Hart and many other
stars will participate in the All-Star
celebrity game on· Feb. 24.

Another Bull Blowout returns to the William
"Bill" Cherry Agricultural Expusitiun Center this
weekend.
The semiannual competition will feature bull
riding and barrel racing competitions.
Parsons & Miliam Rough Stock Contractors
and Promoters sponsor the event, which takes
place at 8 p.m. today and Saturday. The event is
held once a semester at Murray State.
While every Bull Blowout features barrel racing and bull riding, the weekend will also feature
a calf scramble for children 10 years and under
and mutton busting for children 6 years and
under.
The actual competition will draw in people
from all over.
"We have cowboys and cowgirls from all over
tht• area that will be riding in it.'' said Penny Parsons. sponsor for the event. "They come from all
states around. It's not limited (to Murray State
students), we will have some of the Murray State
students I'm sure riding in it but it's an open
event."
The event gives individuals of all ages a chance
to participate.
"It could be high school people, it could be college people, it could be older people," Parsons
said·-~--....J--~---~-~~~~-----.h~---.~Last semester Murray State had two students
who placed in the events.
Kristen Yunker, senior from Frdnkfurt, Ill.,
competed and won first place in barrel racing in
the O<:t. 7 competitionJ
Yunker, who is scheaulcd to compete today,
lakes advantage of the {Ompetition by considering it practice.
1
"I have run at Bull Blqwout a couple times: it is
usually practice for oth<?" rodeos that I go to," she
said.
Bull Blowout has been held in Murray for quite
some time now.
··we started putting on different rodeos in. differ~nt places and we have been producing a show
at the Murray State Expo Center for many years
now," Parsons said. "It's just a good venue for us."
Cost to attend the event is $12 for the public,
$10 with a Racercard and $5 for children ages 12
and under. Tickets can be purchased at the door
of the Expo Center.
Contact Sawyer at ssawyer@murraystate.edu.

Exh1•bIt• showcases stones,
• h1story
•
h
at Wrat er
Rachel Clifford
Contributing writer

Those interested in history and
the personal stories of others can
visit the Smithsonian Journey Stories exhibit, currently on display at
Wrather West Kcntucky.Museum.
"Journey Stories is a traveling ex·
hlbit from the Smithsonian," Katu .
Reeves, museum director, said. "We
were one of six (stnps) in the state
of Kentucky tu get the exhibit and
we arc the only venue that is in
western Kentucky, so we're pretty
proud of that,"
Journey Stories is an interactive
historical exhibit that uses images,
audio and artifacts to tell the stories
of the fir:>t people who came to
America, all the way up to presentday journeys.
"Journey Sturies is mostly abuut
how people came to this country,
how they settled in the we~t and
how the)' got from place to place,"
Reeves said. "Everybody bas a journey. Everybody has a story to tc~l
about how they got from one place
to another. We are a very mobile society and this i~ trying to make us
think about that. as well as make us
think about huw we journq - nut
only where we travel, but also how
we got wht•rt• we are in our lives;''
Several of the stories in the t>..xhibit have relevance to the region.
"We Were Here First" is part of the
exhibit that includes stories of Na-

rt k• l1 notos

The Journey Stories Exhibit is open 8:30 a.m. to 4 p.m. Mondays throuoh Fridays, and
10 a.m. to 1p.m. on Saturdays now until March 10 In Wrather Museum.
tivc American civilizations located
ncar the Wickliffe Mounds.
Also, the "free Land" part of the
exhibit cxplnins how land grants
spawnl.!d a we:;tward movement,
bringing several people to Kentucky.
The exhibit has also made stops
in Winchester, Cynthiana, Somerset, Morehead and Fort Thomas.
"We are the last stop in the stnte,"
Reeves said. "It'll close here on
March 10 and go back to the Smith·
sonian to be distributed to another

state."
The exhibit was able to come to
Murray State through the Smithsonian's Museums on Main Street
program.
"The Museum on Main Street
program serves small town museums with the help and partnership
uf the Smithsonian Tr:weling Exhihition Service. the Federation of
State Humanities Council and state
humanities councils nationwide,"
Gina Winchester, C)(ecutive director
of Regional Outreach, said. "With

the help of the Kentucky Humanities Council, a grant was awarded
allowing the Smithsonian Institution's Journey Stories exhibition to
be on tour."
Reeves said she believes the Journey Stories exhibit allows students
and local residents to experience
history in a new and unique way.
"A lot of people in our area have
not been to the Smithsonian, so it's
a nice way to bring an exhibit like
that to the area," Reeves said. "To
get a Smithsonian exhibit is very
special. That doesn't happen very
often. Most of the time, smaller
areas aren't able to get these types
of exhibits because they're very
costly. It's nice to be able to host
this so that students and residents
from the local area can come and
experience something they might
not otherwise get to experience."
Winchester said she hopes the
Journey Stories exhibit will encourage an interest in learning about
history.
"All individuals have a journey,"
Winchester said. "This exhibition
highlights the importance of these
stories and visitors may take away
knowledge of their own personal
Journey Story and the desire to
know more about it."
The Journey Stories exhibit is on
display at Wrather Museum and
will close March 10.
Contact Clifford at rclifford@
murraystate.edu.
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Loc~ musicians.perform Valentine's Day show at coffee shop
Decca Schlmmel
Contributing writer

"fve always loved to go out to Murray's local artist
shows and see new music all over town." Desilva, senior from Atlanta, said via email.
Gilchrist said be hopes to encourage people to support the local talent.
"With Murray you have a buffet of genres," Gilchrist,
senior from Paducah, Ky., said.
The show created a varied experience working from
two very different focuses of music.
Most of the songs performed were original with a
few familiar covers. Gilchrist has been writing and performing his own songs for three years, with a personal
message shown in each of them. He is also working on
a second CD and bas music available on iThnes.
With influences from a few different avenues, this
show displayed a look into two different styles from a
band and a soloist. This allowed an experience of hearing the influence from blues to alternative to classic
come together in the show.
It was an opportunity to see the contrasting talents
of Gilchrist and Peacock.
Said Gilchrist: "I really have no structure when I go
up there and play, I just play."
Contact
Schimmel
at
rschimmel@
murraystate.edu.

An early celebration and a warm welcome of winter
were enjoyed with local solo artists Ryan Gilchrist and
Zach Peacock on Thursday night at Fidalgo Bay.
The show. originally planned for Monday for a
Valentine's Eve show, was moved instead to Thursday
because Gilchrist was iU on Monday.
The show was warm and intimate involving coffee
lovers, acoustic advocates and a cozy place to socialize. Space was li.rpited; however it was well used and
contributed to the environment.
Gilchrist has played and planned quite a few events
in Murray, and saw an opportunity to celebrate the belated holiday and show some of his solo work to students.
Peacock opened the show with some familiar songs
and originals.
Over the course of the night the separate solo acts
performed covers of songs such as Tom Petty's "Free
Falling," Elton John's "Rocket Man," and Nelly's "Hot
in Here."
Local Murray State fan Ian DeSilva had a comment to
Zach Peacock, junior from cadiz. Ky., ~rforms at FidaiCJO Bay Coffee Thursday In abelated valenadd about the music scene.
tine's Day show. The show was orlQlnally scheduled for Monday.
0

The American Shakespeare Center came to Murray last week as apart of the 2012 Murray State University Shakespeare Festival. 'A Midsummer Night's Dream' played Feb. 8 through 10. Hermia, played by Denice Mahler, speaks to
Lysander, ~yed bV Jake Mahler, durlf'9 a per!ormance. All of the shoWS wer1~
ortned In LoVett AudJtoriUIR,
0

GET 'I'OUR MIA A LOT FASTER
THANI EVERYONE ELSE.

Give your career potential ~·growth spurt. Earn an MBA tom the University of Louisville In
as little as 13 mcil\ths. Our Innovative program offers a ~ld internship that accommodates

your classes two

nights and one aft~rnoon a week. What have you got to lose, baby? Find

out more at 13monthsisnothing.com
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Nate Brclsford/The News
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SHARE YOUR UCER SLOGAN IDEA
AND IT COULD BE FEATURED ON THE
OVC TOURNAMENT POSTER.
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-BEWARE: Most Rental Programs Charge Late Fees Up to 20% of the New Book Price!!! -"

